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Summary

The pending Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade agreement has raised controversy, fueled by leaks of the draft text and congressional debate over fast-track negotiation authority. Like similar agreements, the TPP creates the risk of government liability for enacting regulations, especially new or comprehensive measures to address climate change. This Article analyzes how the TPP’s investor protection provisions and dispute settlement mechanism might be invoked to challenge climate change policy. The author concludes that the negotiators’ efforts to date are insufficient to protect climate measures from the risk of liability, and suggests reforms to the draft text.

I. Introduction

The Trans-Pacific Partnership Trade and Globalization Agreement (TPP) is currently being negotiated by the United States and 11 other Pacific Rim countries: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam. With 29 chapters in the document, the TPP addresses much more than trade: It will also set binding policy related to investment, intellectual property, technological barriers to trade and, most importantly for readers of the Environmental Law Reporter, the environment. If negotiations are successful, this mega-treaty will be the largest free-trade agreement to date, initially governing 40% of the world’s gross domestic product (GDP) and 26% of the world’s trade. The agreement will be open for other Pacific Rim countries to join over time.1

Many scholars have expressed concern that fair trade agreements (FTAs) and other international investment agreements (IIAs) create a threat of government liability for measures undertaken to address climate change.2 This Article examines whether the TPP investment chapter adequately shields governments from the risk of liability for climate change policies. TPP negotiations are confidential, and negotiating parties have not released any official working drafts of the agreement; however, private organizations have leaked two drafts of the investment chapter, first in June 2012 and then in March 2015.3 These drafts are assumed to be genuine for purposes of the Article.

IIAs are intended to encourage foreign investment through the development of a legal scheme that protects foreign investors from certain government actions that negatively affect their investments. To achieve this goal, modern IIAs impose standards of conduct on host countries in their dealings with foreign investors, and usually establish an investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanism. The ISDS mechanism permits aggrieved investors to initiate arbitration in ad hoc international tribunals for compensation for losses that arose from the host country’s violation of the investor protection provisions. Any damages awarded are paid out of the liable government’s national treasury.

While it is generally agreed that host countries should be held to certain standards of treatment regarding foreign

investors, the ISDS mechanism has been heavily criticized for allowing investors to challenge government policies intended to protect public health and the environment. To date, governments have paid out substantial damage awards under the United States’ IIAs alone; over one-half of the awards pertain to natural resource, environmental, and energy policies. According to an open letter by a group of over 100 academics, judges, practicing attorneys, and legislators advocating the exclusion of ISDS from the TPP, that figure is as high as 70%.

A few particularly salient examples of arbitration spurred by public interest regulations are currently pending. Vattenfall AB, a Swedish energy company, has initiated arbitration under the Energy Charter Treaty in response to Germany’s decision to phase out nuclear energy in the wake of the Fukushima disaster. While the arbitration documents have been confidential, the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy revealed that the claim is for $6 billion dollars. This suit comes on the heels of Vattenfall’s 2009 suit against Germany alleging that the restrictive water quality standards in an environmental permit issued for the company’s coal-fired power plant would make the project “uneconomical.”

Vattenfall initially sought 1.4 billion Euros in damages plus arbitration costs, but settled the suit when the government agreed to watered-down standards.

Another example arose in Canada when Quebec imposed a moratorium on shale gas exploration and production due to concerns over drinking water contamination. The oil and gas exploration company Lone Pine Resources, Inc. brought suit seeking over $250 million in compensation under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) for the revocation of its gas exploration and production permit. While Vattenfall and Lone Pine are still pending, the sheer size of the damage awards being sought demonstrates the substantial financial risk that ISDS can create for countries taking action to protect public health and the environment.

Critics of ISDS argue that the risk of liability constrains governments’ fundamental responsibility to protect public health and welfare. In May 2012, a group of lawyers and scholars, led by retired Australian judge Elizabeth Evatt, sent an open letter to TPP negotiators urging the rejection of ISDS, arguing that ISDS threaten to undermine the justice systems in [member] countries and fundamentally shift the balance of power between investors, states and other affected parties. Compensation for the economic impacts of environmental regulation is a particularly troublesome issue. Rooted in the “polluter-pays” principle, environmental regulation aims to shift the costs of environmental harm to the responsible entity. To compensate an investor for lost profits shifts the costs of regulation back onto the public, essentially turning the polluter-pays principle on its head. In most cases, investors claim damages of tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. In practice, these payments may make regulatory measures cost-prohibitive, especially in an era marked by austerity.

Because of the high price associated with ISDS, many critics worry that investors may use the ISDS mechanism as a strategic tool to attack regulations that negatively affect their investments. For example, efforts to discourage tobacco smoking, one of the leading causes of preventable deaths, led Australia and Uruguay to pass legislation requiring plain packaging of cigarettes. Tobacco giant
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Phillip Morris responded by initiating arbitration in both countries, seeking an injunction and lost profits potentially in the billions of dollars. The threat of investment arbitration is widely believed to have played an important part in deterring the Canadian government from adopting tobacco plain packaging laws in the 1990s. Philip Morris’ attack on the Australian legislation led New Zealand’s government to announce in early 2013 that it will delay implementation of its plain packaging laws until the dispute is resolved.

Due to concerns over the chilling effect of ISDS on public interest regulation, the Australian government announced in 2011 that it would not submit to ISDS under the TPP. A government-issued trade statement noted that Australia could not “support provisions that would constrain the ability of Australian governments to make laws on social, environmental and economic matters in circumstances where those laws do not discriminate between domestic and foreign businesses.” Australia is not alone in its concern over ISDS. South Africa announced in 2012 that it would not renew its existing bilateral investment treaty (BIT) with the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and that it intended to revoke a number of other BITs with European partners. Indonesia has also announced that it intends to terminate more than 60 BITs. In addition, the European Commission temporarily suspended trade negotiations with the United States to conduct public consultations on ISDS. Nonetheless, a draft of the TPP investment chapter leaked in March 2015 revealed that all countries party to the TPP negotiations, except for Australia, have thus far agreed to submit to ISDS.

Climate change regulation is particularly vulnerable to ISDS attacks because, compared to many other areas of environmental law, climate policy is very much in its infancy. As climate policy evolves, it can be expected to impact a broad range of investments. For example, emissions standards may require power plants and other carbon-intensive industries to install new technologies and may lead to early closure of some facilities. Additionally, adaptation measures such as setbacks from coastlines will likely result in new limits on property use. Measures adopted after the ratification of the TPP would be subject to challenge under investor protection provisions. The financial repercussions of ISDS may further deter timely action to combat climate change. The most recent reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) make clear that the repercussions of delay could be grave.

This Article analyzes the leaked investment chapter to assess the risk of governmental liability for climate change measures under the TPP. Part II discusses the investor protection provisions included in the TPP draft and how they might be invoked to challenge climate policy. Part III examines whether the TPP draft provides language to prevent liability for climate change measures by including an exception for measures taken to protect the environment or in compliance with international obligations. Part IV discusses how the structure of ISDS contributes to the risk of liability, and assesses whether the TPP draft includes proposed reforms to reduce this risk. The Article concludes that, while the draft text demonstrates an effort on the part of TPP negotiators to reduce the risk of liability for legislative regulation promulgated in the public interest, the efforts are insufficient to protect climate change measures from the risk of liability under the TPP.

II. Investor Protection Provisions

The leaked draft of the TPP investment chapter includes four main investor protection provisions that could be invoked to challenge measures taken by a member country to address climate change. The chapter provides an expropriation provision to ensure compensation for all takings and three additional provisions imposing a standard of conduct on host countries in their dealings with foreign investors: the fair and equitable treatment (FET) obligation sets a minimum standard of treatment of all foreign investors; and the national treatment and most-favored nation (MFN) obligations prevent discrimination against foreign investors. (The national treatment principle prohibits favoring domestic investors, while the MFN principle prohibits favoring investors from one nation over another.) This part discusses each of these TPP obligations in turn.

A. Expropriation

Expropriation provisions require host countries to compensate investors for the taking of private property. Consistent with previous IIAs, the TPP prohibits a Party from expropriating a foreign investor’s property unless the action
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an expropriation could occur in the context of managed indirect expropriation if they interfere with foreign investment. An indirect expropriation, also known as a regulatory taking, refers to measures tantamount to an expropriation that do not involve formal transfer of ownership. Where a government action constitutes an expropriation, a foreign investor is entitled to compensation equivalent to “the fair market value of the expropriated investment immediately before the expropriation took place.”

Climate-related measures are at risk of constituting an indirect expropriation if they interfere with foreign investments. Regulations such as an emissions standard, adaptation requirement, or greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions tax, could arguably constitute an indirect expropriation if they result in tax increases, the denial of a necessary operational permit, or even failed contract negotiations. For example, an expropriation could occur in the context of managed retreat. As sea level rises and coastal property becomes more vulnerable to flooding and storm damage, governments may bar most uses of the area to allow for coastal buffer zones and obviate the need for repetitive government disaster relief. If a foreign investor purchases coastal property for the purpose of erecting a resort hotel, and subsequently the government decides to ban construction there because of sea-level rise, the investors could initiate arbitration seeking damages, including lost profits.

Under some previous IIAs, tribunals have found that the impacts of environmental and health regulations constitute an expropriation in a number of disputes. The likelihood of such a finding in the context of climate change is heavily dependent on the test employed to determine what constitutes an indirect expropriation. Because tribunals have adopted divergent approaches, governments have faced substantial uncertainty in their risk of liability.

1. 2012 Leaked Text

In the earlier version of the investment chapter leaked in 2012, TPP negotiators had responded to this issue by proposing two alternate interpretative annexes clarifying how to determine what actions constitute an expropriation.

While the language of each proposal was slightly different, both annexes stated that a legitimate exercise of state police powers to protect public welfare, including public health and the environment, will not constitute an indirect expropriation except in rare circumstances.

The key issue for climate change regulation is how the proposed annexes address what constitutes “rare circumstances.” Annex 12-C does not provide any guidance on the term; thus, if Annex 12-C were adopted, tribunals would likely choose to interpret the term based on arbitral practice. Many tribunals follow the rule adopted by the tribunal in the 2005 Methanex v. United States award, and require the claimant to show that the host state made “specific commitments” to induce the investor to enter the market or make the subject investment. The Methanex tribunal reasoned that investors should be aware of the risk of regulation, especially in highly regulated industries. Thus, a state should only be responsible for the impacts of regulation on an investment where the investor had reasonably relied on specific commitments by the host state that it would refrain from such regulation. Requiring a specific commitment by the host state greatly limits the pool of potential claimants for an expropriation claim; however, the protection offered by this approach has been somewhat eroded by subsequent tribunals that have found that a commitment can be implied, for example, by a statement made by a government official.

In addition, tribunals may look to the remaining language of the annex as a guide when determining what constitutes rare circumstances. Annex 12-C instructs tribunals to conduct a case-by-case inquiry, taking into account economic impact, the extent to which the government action interferes with “distinct, reasonable, investment-backed expectations,” and the character of the government action. The outcome of this balancing approach will be highly dependent on the specific tribunal. A tribunal may find that a reasonable investor would foresee climate change regulation. Alternatively, a tribunal might find that the significant economic impact of climate change regulations are not justified given the minimal impact of a specific investor’s emissions on global climate change.

Annex 12-D provided guidance as to what may constitute rare circumstances, stating that an expropriation is particularly likely where it is either: (a) discriminatory in its effect, either as against the particular investor or against a class of which the investor forms a part; or (b) in breach of the state’s binding written commitment to the investor, whether by contract, license or other legal document.
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Subsection (b) of Annex 12-D is an improvement over Annex 12-C because it clarifies that a commitment must be binding and written. This language essentially codifies the Methanex approach and reinforces the meaning of “specific commitment” as a narrow exception by eliminating the potential for a mere permit or government statement to be interpreted as implying a commitment. The requirement that the commitment be binding and written requires a contractual relationship between the host state and the investor, and thus reduces the potential for finding an expropriation.

However, subsection (a) of Annex 12-D presented a new issue of uncertainty. While expropriation provisions generally prohibit regulations from discriminating amongst investors, a measure of general applicability is usually accepted as nondiscriminatory for expropriation purposes. Subsection (a) specifically points to whether a measure is discriminatory in its effect. This new language may impact the expropriation analysis. Climate change regulations are intended to be discriminatory in their effect, favoring low-emissions technologies over carbon-intensive technologies. Subsection (a) does not expressly require that the prohibited provision be discriminatory against foreign investors, only against a class of investors. Whether climate regulation is discriminatory in its effect will depend on how a tribunal defines a class of investors. If a tribunal considers all energy generators as belonging to one class of investors, then regulations that favor carbon-intensive fuels could arguably be discriminatory in their effect because they favor renewable units over fossil fuel units. A more reasonable interpretation would be to only consider a measure discriminatory in its effect if it discriminates on the basis of nationality or between investors on arbitrary grounds. This interpretation would be consistent with the aim of IIAs to protect foreign investors without compromising states’ capacity to make their own policy choices. However, the current language of Annex 12-D leaves this determination to the discretion of the tribunal, thereby creating a risk of liability for the host state.

Annex 12-D also included an alternate proposal that removes the “except in rare circumstances” language. The provision states: “Non-discriminatory regulatory actions by a Party that are designed and applied to achieve legitimate public welfare objectives, such as the protection of public health, safety, and the environment, shall not constitute indirect expropriation.” This blanket rule would mean that no climate regulation could constitute an expropriation, regardless of the extent of its impact.

2. 2015 Leaked Text

In the 2015 leaked text, the negotiators have adopted an annex that addresses some of the issues seen in Annexes 12-C and 12-D. The 2015 annex generally reflects the language of Annex 12-C, but with a few key additions. First, the annex includes a footnote stating that: “For greater certainty, whether an investor’s investment-backed expectations are reasonable depends, to the extent relevant, on factors such as whether the government provided the investor with binding written assurances and the nature and extent of governmental regulation or the potential for government regulation in the relevant sector.”

This language does not go as far as Annex 12-D, because a binding written assurance is not required but only a factor to be considered in determining whether investment-backed expectations are reasonable. However, it nonetheless provides further guidance for tribunals and suggests that a tribunal should not find an expropriation occurred unless there were specific assurances to warrant a finding that the investor’s investment-backed expectations were reasonable. Moreover, the 2015 annex as a whole decreases the risk of successful expropriation claims by preventing tribunals from adopting an approach that ignores the regulatory measure’s purpose.

Further, proposed footnote 34 in the definitions section clarifies that “a unilateral act of an administrative or judicial authority, such as a permit, license, or authorization issued by a Party solely in its regulatory capacity, or a subsidy or grant, or a decree, order, or judgment, standing alone . . . shall not be considered a written agreement.” The inclusion of this footnote language constrains how a tribunal may interpret what constitutes a specific commitment, and prevents a tribunal from watering down this requirement by adopting an overly broad interpretation of “specific commitment.” In addition, the negotiators have added a provision to the expropriation section to clarify what constitutes a taking. The provision provides that a Party’s decision not to “issue, renew, or maintain a subsidy or grant” does not alone constitute an expropriation so long as there was no specific commitment under law or contract or the decision is in accordance with such a law or contract. This provision also seems to speak to what constitutes “reasonable investment-backed expectations.” Without a contract or other commitment, an investor cannot reasonably expect that it is guaranteed to continue receiving a subsidy. In the context of climate change, this language prevents potential liability should a government decide, for example, to end subsidies for fossil fuels. However, the language does not necessarily protect a government from arbitration similar to Vattenfall, because the language only extends to subsidies or grants. The draft text does not provide the same security to host states deciding not to renew a license or permit.
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The inclusion of the 2015 annex and clarifying language suggests that foreign investors should not be able to utilize the TPP as a sword to prevent the implementation of good-faith climate change laws and regulations. In particular, the “reasonable investment-backed expectations” language would support a host state’s defending a climate change action from an expropriation claim, on the ground that a reasonable investor would anticipate climate-related measures given the current state of climate science. However, in view of the inconsistency in arbitral practice and the fact that tribunals are not bound by a principle of stare decisis, the risk of liability still exists. Negotiators could further reduce risk by removing the “except in rare circumstances” language altogether, as was done in Annex 12-D of the 2012 leaked text.

If a host state were to face an expropriation claim under the TPP for a climate-related measure, domestic property law may bolster its defense. For example, under U.S. law, property rights do not include the right to create a nuisance. Applying that rule in the United States, any climate change measure that prevented certain land uses to protect against the impacts of climate change would not be a taking if the impacted land use would have constituted a nuisance. Since the investor never had the right to create a nuisance, the United States could argue that the measure did not constitute an expropriation because it did not take away a previously existing property right. Such an argument would be supported under a general rule of international law known as lex situs, which states that municipal or domestic law defines the scope of property rights. According to Prof. Zachary Douglas of the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies in Geneva, tribunals may even be required to adhere to this rule.

Moreover, failure to define the scope of property rights based on domestic law would create an unfair advantage for foreign investors over their domestic counterparts. If a tribunal were to recognize property rights of foreign investors not recognized by the host state, that recognition might create an incentive for investors to place property in the hands of foreign affiliates to allow for the possibility of remedy under IIAs if climate-related property restrictions were to be implemented.

The practical risk of a successful expropriation claim may be further reduced in light of recent trends in arbitral practice. Recent tribunals have required a high level of interference to support a finding that a government action constituted an indirect expropriation. However, the effectiveness of this stricter standard in preventing state liability is dependent on whether investors can successfully invoke other investor protection provisions. Unlike the high standard for expropriation, the threshold for violating the FET requirement, as discussed below, seems to be relatively low. Thus, success under FET may offset the high standard for expropriation.

B. FET

The second investor protection provision adopted in the draft investment chapter requires Parties to accord all covered investments a minimum standard of treatment “in accordance with customary international law, including fair and equitable treatment . . . .” Although the FET obligation can be found in virtually all IIAs, defining the content of the standard has proven difficult. The difficulty is due in part to the fact that the terms “fair” and “equitable” are intrinsically imprecise and contextual. One scholar, addressing the complexities of interpreting the FET obligation, described the terms as “maddeningly vague, frustratingly general, and treacherously elastic.”

Also contributing to variations in application of the FET standard are the differences in the language of the FET provisions themselves. Some IIAs tie the FET obligation to the minimum standard of treatment under customary international law (CIL), while others do not. In the IIAs that do not explicitly link FET to the minimum standard of treatment, tribunals have disagreed as to whether there is an autonomous FET obligation separate from CIL. The TPP avoids this issue by explicitly tying the FET obligation to the minimum standard of treatment. However, the extent to which the CIL standard has evolved over time remains an issue for tribunals to address.

Tribunals initiated under NAFTA and the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), which also equate FET with the CIL minimum standard, have disagreed about the current status of CIL. In the 2009 case Glamis Gold v. United States, the tribunal found no evidence that the CIL standard had evolved. Glamis Gold Ltd. initiated arbitration under NAFTA alleging that state and federal regulatory measures in response to concerns over the environmental and social impacts of a proposed gold mining project violated the FET obligation. Citing the 1926 Neer arbitration award, the tribunal found that “an act must be sufficiently egregious and shocking—a gross denial of justice, manifest arbitrariness, blatant unfairness, a complete lack of due process, evident discrimination, or a manifest lack of reasons” to constitute a breach of CIL.

Most NAFTA tribunals, however, have disagreed with Glamis Gold, finding that the modern CIL standard is much broader than the standard defined in Neer. For example, a number of tribunals have found that the CIL has evolved to include requirements of transparency and not to undermine the legitimate expectations of investors. In the 2004 decision Waste Management v. Mexico (Waste Management II), the tribunal articulated a broad standard based on a number of previous NAFTA tribunal awards:

[T]he minimum standard of treatment is infringed by conduct attributable to the State and harmful to the claimant if the conduct is arbitrary, grossly unfair, unjust or idiosyncratic, is discriminatory and exposes the claimant to sectional or racial prejudice, or involves a lack of due process leading to an outcome which offends natural justice in judicial proceedings or a complete lack of transparency and candor in an administrative process. In applying this standard, it is relevant that the treatment is in breach of representations made by the host State which were reasonably relied on by the Claimant.

The divergence between Glamis Gold and Waste Management II can be attributed to the divergent approaches taken by the tribunals to determine the status of CIL. While it is well-accepted that CIL evolves from consistent state practice, most tribunals have relied on the opinions of scholars and previous tribunal awards to demonstrate the evolved status of CIL.

To prevent overly broad interpretations of the minimum standard of treatment under CIL, the TPP negotiators have included an annex stating that CIL “results from a general and consistent practice of States that they follow from a sense of legal obligation.” Limiting CIL to consistent state practice should place the burden on investors to demonstrate that consistent state practice reflects that the CIL standard has evolved. As noted in 2009 by the tribunal in Cargill v. Mexico, “surveys of State practice are difficult to undertake and particularly difficult in the case of norms such as ‘fair and equitable treatment’ where developed examples of State practice may not be many or readily accessible.” The difficulty in ascertaining state practice was also discussed in Glamis Gold and accounted for the tribunal’s finding that the standard had not evolved. Consequently, constraining CIL to consistent state practice would likely prevent investors from successfully arguing that the FET obligation has evolved.

Unfortunately, experience under CAFTA suggests that the TPP 2015 Annex will be ineffective in constraining CIL to consistent state practice. CAFTA Annex 10-B also clarifies that CIL evolves from consistent state practice. Notwithstanding that treaty provision, in 2012 in Railroad Development Corp. v. Guatemala, the tribunal determined that CIL has evolved based on the case law of previous arbitral awards. RDC initiated arbitration under CAFTA after Guatemala terminated a 50-year contract granting RDC the right to use railway equipment on its determination that the contract was not in the interest of the state. The tribunal acknowledged CAFTA Annex 10-B, but went on to criticize the strict standard applied in Glamis Gold, noting that the Neer award was not based on an analysis of consistent state practice. The tribunal found arbitral awards to be “an efficient manner for a party . . . to show what it believes to be the law.” On this basis, the tribunal adopted the broad standard applied in Waste Management II, and found that Guatemala had violated its FET obligation. Consequently, without textual guidance, it is likely that the broad definition of the FET obligation will continue to be applied under the TPP.
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particularly important in the context of climate change is whether the minimum standard under CIL has evolved to include an obligation not to undermine investors’ legitimate expectations. Legitimate expectations claims are based on the principle that where government actions create expectations in the minds of investors, it is unfair for a state to change laws in such a way that frustrates the expectations it helped to create. In the context of climate change, these claims are particularly concerning because where climate regulations increase costs or frustrate investments, foreign investors may argue that the regulations violate their legitimate expectations of profit. For example, such suits may arise where emissions standards result in early retirement of coal-fired power plants because they are unable to achieve newly imposed GHG emissions standards. If such a claim is successful, a host state would be required to compensate the investor for the expected profits had the plant continued to operate.

The principle of legitimate expectations has been one of the most contentious issues in interpreting and applying the FET obligation. In its most expansive form, the principle of legitimate expectations has been interpreted to require a stable legal and business framework. In Técnicas Medioambientales v. United Mexican States (“Tecmed”), the tribunal found that FET requires host countries to act in a way that investors “know beforehand any and all rules and regulations that will govern its investment, as well as the goals and the relevant policies and administrative practices or directives, to be able to plan its investment and comply with such regulations.” The tribunal found that Mexico had undermined Tecmed’s legitimate expectations when it refused to renew a one-year permit to operate a hazardous waste facility due to public health concerns. Although this aspect of the award has been criticized for “holding states to an unrealistically high standard,” it has been cited by a number of subsequent tribunals. This interpretation of FET as seen in Tecmed would create a high level of risk of liability for climate-related regulations.

Confining the FET obligation to the minimum standard of treatment under CIL has not prevented a number of NAFTA and CAFTA tribunals from including legitimate expectations as part of the FET standard. Even Glamis Gold states that legitimate expectations are relevant to the FET analysis. When the tribunal reiterates the Neer standard toward the end of the opinion, it states that a breach of the FET standard under NAFTA “may be exhibited by a ‘gross denial of justice or manifest arbitrariness falling below acceptable international standards; or the creation by the State of objective expectations in order to induce investment and the subsequent repudiation of those expectations.” This is particularly surprising since there is no support for this determination in the Neer award.

Limiting FET to CIL has, however, generally prevented tribunals from taking the far-reaching approach seen in Tecmed. Glamis Gold and other NAFTA tribunals addressing legitimate expectations have found that in order for expectations to be legitimate, a claimant must have reasonably relied on representations made by the host state. Requiring specific assurances has thus far prevented a tribunal from finding that investors may reasonably expect that laws and policies will remain stable throughout the duration of their investment. However, just as with expropriation, the protection afforded by the FET obligation depends on the tribunal’s decision as to what types of representations an investor may reasonably rely on.

Moreover, the continued evolution of CIL may result in a broader interpretation of legitimate expectations in future awards. Where awards such as RDC and Waste Management II have already weakened the distinction between the FET standard confined to CIL and the autonomous treaty standard, an adoption of the Tecmed approach would simply be another step in this direction. Investors are certainly advocating for this expansion, as they have continued to cite Tecmed as support for the inclusion of legitimate expectations in the FET obligation under NAFTA and CAFTA. If tribunals are willing to determine the status of CIL on the basis of arbitration awards, the number of tribunals that have accepted the Tecmed approach may serve as evidence of the standard’s evolution. Tribunals could further rationalize the adoption of the Tecmed approach because the Tecmed tribunal equated the FET standard with international law and rested its interpretation of the standard on the Neer award and a NAFTA tribunal award.

In sum, limiting the FET obligation to CIL may be insufficient to effectively shield host states from the risk of liability for climate change measures. Despite the inclusion of similar language in NAFTA and CAFTA, tribunals have relied on previous awards for determining the status.
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of CIL instead of requiring a showing of consistent state practice. This practice has allowed tribunals to determine that the FET obligation has evolved to a much more stringent standard. If tribunals initiated under the TPP follow a similar practice, host states may be at risk of liability for the development of climate change regulations. TPP negotiators could reduce this risk by including more specific language as to what standard of conduct the FET obligation imposes.

For example, the text could explicitly state that the FET standard does not include a commitment to respect investors’ legitimate expectations. Further, the text could improve predictability and consistency by explicitly providing what responsibilities are included under the FET standard. Alternatively, the text could require a written commitment to find a violation of legitimate expectations, as seen in the proposed annex for expropriation. This is unlikely, however, because tying the obligation to CIL is intended to allow the standard to evolve over time with state practice. Alternatively, the FET provisions could explicitly state that it is the burden of the investor to demonstrate that a state has violated CIL based on evidence of actual state practice and opinio juris, and that arbitral awards and secondary sources are insufficient to meet that burden. However, without the right of appeal, there would be no means for governments to challenge an award if a tribunal were to determine the status of CIL on the basis of arbitral awards.

It is worth noting that there are a few characteristics of climate change that can aid host countries defending against a FET claim for climate-related measures. First, host countries may argue that investors do not have legitimate expectations that climate change regulations would not be implemented. Host countries may point to existing international agreements under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and numerous domestic laws and policies as indicators that such measures were imminent. The intensive publicity surrounding climate regulation over the past several years also means that the adoption of such regulation should hardly come as a surprise.

In addition, host countries may be able to point to the TPP itself. The leaked version of the environment chapter provides a section entitled “Trade and Climate Change” in which the Parties “acknowledge climate change as a global concern that requires collective action and recognize the importance of implementation of their respective commitments under the UNFCCC and its legal instruments.” The section recognizes “the role that market and non-market approaches can play in achieving climate change objectives” and notes international efforts currently underway to increase energy efficiency, promote sustainable transport and infrastructure, and develop adaptation actions. This provision suggests that a reasonable investor would expect the development of climate regulations. Where measures to address climate change have long been on the horizon, tribunals should not protect as “legitimate” any expectation to continue business-as-usual practices.

Likewise, the strong scientific consensus surrounding climate change will aid host countries in defending challenged climate regulations. In applying the FET standard, tribunals assess whether the host country relied on legitimate scientific evidence as the basis for the measure. In addition, tribunals have linked legitimate expectations with the issue of whether the measure was enacted for a proper purpose. The reports of the IPCC—the officially constituted international body with the responsibility to gather and assess scientific evidence on this issue—certainly provide an ample basis. The most recent IPCC report states that evidence of the warming climate is “unequivocal” and that limiting climate change will require “substantial and sustained reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.” Host countries can point to the dangers of climate change as evidence of a measure’s proper purpose.

While the strong scientific underpinning of climate science will aid host countries in defending climate-related measures, tribunals will still look for underlying protectionist purposes. For example, in S.D. Myers v. Canada, the tribunal concluded that Canada’s ban on the export of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) violated the FET standard where there was evidence of protectionist motives in addition to the environmental rationale. Consequently, host countries should be sure to design regulations to minimize discrimination against foreign investors where it is not necessary to serve climate change goals.

C. National Treatment

National treatment provisions are intended to prevent host countries from favoring domestic investors. Under the TPP, states must accord treatment to foreign investors “no less favorable” than that provided to domestic investors “in like circumstances.” The national treatment provisions apply to actions a state takes “with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct,
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operation, and sale or other disposition of investments in its territory.”

National treatment provisions may be invoked to challenge climate-related measures that limit the import or export of carbon-intensive fuels or favor domestic energy sources because of lower associated GHG emissions. The success of these claims is primarily dependent on what constitutes “like circumstances.” The leaked draft of the TPP provides no guidance for construing the term. Under existing IIAs, tribunals have generally adopted the “regulatory context” approach, which takes into account environmental and health policy objectives in determining whether investors are in “like circumstances.”

Most tribunals follow the S.D. Myers tribunal and place the burden on the regulating entity to show that the discrimination was “reasonable” based on public policy objectives. But some tribunals, such as in Methanex, have taken a more discerning approach, only comparing the foreign investors to an identical domestic competitor.

Under both approaches, if climate regulations differentiate among sources or products for the purpose of reducing emissions, then the investors should not be considered to be “in like circumstances.” However, there is an additional risk under the majority approach, because even where policy objectives are reasonable, the tribunal may still find that the regulations are not a reasonable way to achieve those objectives. For example, in S.D. Myers, the tribunal found that although Canada’s goal of maintaining the ability to process PCBs within the country was legitimate, the ban was not a permissible way to achieve it. While S.D. Myers suggests that a very restrictive measure, such as an import or export ban, is more likely to be deemed unreasonable than a less-restrictive measure, arbitral practice does not clarify how middle-of-the-road policies will fare.

Consider, for example, California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), a market mechanism that requires providers of petroleum-based transportation fuels to reduce the carbon intensity of their products. As part of the carbon intensity determination, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) assigned default intensity figures for different fuels based on their place of origin. Taking into account the place of origin was part of CARB’s effort to accurately reflect the fuels’ life-cycle GHG emissions, since GHGs are generated in transporting the fuel from where it is produced to the filling stations where it is sold. If a host country were to adopt a similar program (or any program that disfavored sellers of foreign fuels because of associated emissions) after the ratification of the TPP, foreign fuel producers could argue that taking the origin of a fuel into account violated national treatment provisions.

Under the primary interpretation of national treatment, a tribunal would likely find that achieving emissions reductions is a legitimate goal. However, because the LCFS specifically assigned carbon-intensity figures based in part on the fuels’ place of origin, a tribunal could conceivably find that the structure of the program was not a legitimate way to achieve that goal, as it did with respect to Canada’s PCB ban in S.D. Myers. The odds of such an outcome would be reduced if the LCFS were based on mileage rather than on national boundaries. For example, if an LCFS were adopted by the United States that treated fuel that is transported 2,000 miles the same regardless of whether it was produced in the United States, Canada, or Mexico, an argument based on the national treatment obligation would have little force.

It is important to note that while the regulatory context approach is the dominant approach used in determining what constitutes “like circumstances,” without any textual requirements, tribunals initiated under the TPP may choose to adopt a different approach that does not take into account public interest objectives. In rare cases, past tribunals have disadvantaged the regulatory context approach and instead adopted the approach utilized in World Trade Organization (WTO) jurisprudence, which focuses on whether or not goods are in a competitive relationship, largely ignoring public policy concerns. For example, the tribunal in the 2007 award Occidental Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Republic of Ecuador compared all exporters regardless of the sector. The TPP could avoid Party liability for climate change regulation by clarifying that investments are not in like circumstances where there is a legitimate public policy purpose for treating them differently and the differential treatment serves that goal. Alternatively, the TPP could include text similar to the police powers exception for indirect expropriation.

D. MFN

The MFN treatment obligation prohibits preferential treatment of investors from one Party to the agreement over
another.117 In requiring equitable treatment of investors from all Member States, the TPP utilizes the same “like circumstances” language as the national treatment provision.118 Thus, the risk of liability mirrors that of the national treatment obligation, with one added concern. Tribunals have almost unanimously interpreted MFN provisions to allow foreign investors to import more favorable provisions from the host country’s other IIAs under the rationale that IIAs themselves can be discriminatory if they give certain foreign investors access to more favorable ISDS rules.119 The TPP anticipates this issue by clarifying that the MFN provision does not encompass ISDS procedures,120 but the treaty fails to prevent the import of other provisions, such as favorably worded FET provisions.121 Where the TPP constrains the FET and indirect expropriation standards beyond previous IIAs, a foreign investor may try to invoke a more-expansive standard under an alternate IIA. Thus, it is important that the TPP clarify that the MFN provision may not be used to import any provision from another IIA.

In sum, while tribunals initiated under existing IIAs have taken a more consistent approach toward national treatment and MFN obligations than they have toward indirect expropriation and FET obligations, there is at least some risk of liability for climate change regulations under all investor protection provisions. The interpretative annexes included in the draft investment chapter are an improvement, but may be insufficient to fully shield climate change actions from resulting in liability, especially regulations that disfavor fuels or products based on their place of origin. Moreover, even if the interpretative annexes and other guidance language incorporated in the TPP help governments defend challenges to climate-related measures, they may not prevent investors from initiating arbitration. Investors might still feel encouraged to bring suits in hopes of a favorable outcome, or to use the threat of liability to inhibit implementation of climate-related measures or obtain settlements.

### III. Preserving Flexibility for Climate Regulation

In addition to clarifying the investor protection standards themselves, the TPP negotiators could preserve flexibility for climate regulations by including general safeguard provisions. First, the TPP could include an environmental or climate-specific exception clause. Second, the treaty could include a provision that protects measures adopted in compliance with other international obligations. The draft text fails to include either of these safeguards, and there has been no public indication that negotiators intend to add such provisions.

#### A. Environmental Exception Clause

An environmental exception clause is a general provision that excuses governments from treaty obligations where the challenged measures were taken for environmental purposes. For example, GATT Article XX provides an exception clause for measures that, among other things, are “necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health.”122 Short of a general environmental exception clause, the TPP could explicitly enumerate a set of climate-related measures that constitute legitimate public policies and would excuse violations of investor protection provisions.123 The leaked draft of the investment chapter does neither. While the environmental chapter recognizes the role of “market and non-market approaches” in combating climate change, it does not relieve such approaches from risk of creating governmental liability.124

The draft text does include proposed language meant to preserve Parties’ rights to implement environmental protection measures. The leaked investment chapter provides that: “Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent a Party from adopting, maintaining, or enforcing any measure otherwise consistent with this Chapter that it considers appropriate to ensure that investment activity in its territory is undertaken in a manner sensitive to environmental . . . concerns.”125

While this provision seems to prioritize environmental concerns, it does not function as an environmental exception. NAFTA contains similar text,126 and it has not prevented tribunals from finding that government measures intended to protect the environment violate investor protection provisions.127 One possible reason is that the provision limits its reach to measures “otherwise consistent with this Chapter.” This language makes clear that environmental regulations are subject to investor protection provisions. Consequently, while this provision rhetorically supports environmental concerns, it still prioritizes the interests of foreign investors.

As an alternative to a general exception provision, the TPP could provide a safe haven provision that would allow dismissal of a claim where parties determine that a challenged measure was a good-faith climate mitigation or adaptation measure. Such a provision could be modeled on the U.S. Model BIT, which includes a similar provision for financial services. The Model BIT provides a general provision stating that, “no party shall be prevented from adopting or maintaining measures relating to financial
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services for prudential reasons...” However, instead of leaving it to the discretion of the tribunal to make this determination, the text goes on to establish a mechanism by which the competent financial authorities of both parties are given 120 days to address the issue. If the issue is unresolved within the designated time period, the case proceeds to arbitration.

The TPP could implement a similar safe haven measure for environmental, or more specifically, climate change regulation. In response to an ISDS claim, the provision could allow a state to raise a defense that the challenged measure was intended to mitigate or adapt to climate change, and give a certain period of time for the relevant environmental authorities of the host state and the investor’s home state to determine whether the measure was in good faith. If the parties come to an agreement, then the claim cannot proceed. If there is no agreement, the tribunal cannot raise any negative inference regarding the failure to reach an agreement. This type of provision is more advantageous than a simple exception provision, because it allows parties to retain authority to prioritize climate regulation, instead of being subject to the whims of a tribunal.

The leaked draft of the TPP does not contain an environmental or climate exception. The closest the draft text came to an environmental exception was the proposed annex that prevents finding an indirect expropriation for legitimate environmental regulations; however, this clause does not extend to the FET, MFN, or national treatment obligations. Nor is it clear that this proposal will be adopted over the alternate proposals that include the “rare circumstances” language.

B. Competing International Obligations

International climate instruments adopted pursuant to the UNFCCC impose binding obligations on some states to reduce GHG emissions. Further international agreements will likely evolve either through UNFCCC negotiations or external bilateral and multilateral agreements such as the U.S.-China agreement to phase down HFCs. Where compliance with obligations under climate change agreements requires governments to change legal frameworks or promulgate new regulations that frustrate foreign investments, compliance may put a Party at risk of liability under TPP investor protection provisions.

To prevent such circumstances, other IIAs have included provisions addressing inconsistent obligations. For example, the U.S.-Korea FTA (KORUS) provides:

In the event of any inconsistency between a Party’s obligations under this Agreement and a covered agreement, the Party shall seek to balance its obligations under both agreements, but this shall not preclude the Party from taking a particular measure to comply with its obligations under the covered agreement, provided that the primary purpose of the measure is not to impose a disguised restriction on trade.

Although this balancing test does not completely remove the risk of liability, it clearly states that a Party shall not be precluded from complying with other international obligations.

The TPP environment chapter does not include any such provision addressing obligations inconsistent with international environmental agreements. The “Climate Change and Trade” article in the leaked environmental section only notes that international efforts are underway to address climate change. A country could point to this provision to demonstrate that an international obligation is legitimate; however, tribunals have discretion to determine how international obligations impact the analysis of investor protection provisions.

While the relevant cases are limited, it appears that tribunals have been unwilling to find that obligations under non-investment treaties relieve a host country from liability under investor protection provisions. In S.D. Myers, Canada argued that it had implemented its export ban on PCBs pursuant to its obligations under the Basel Convention. The Convention prohibits the export of hazardous wastes, including PCBs, to non-parties (such as the United States) without a bilateral agreement, and requires Parties to ensure the availability of adequate disposal facilities for the environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes. After discussing the obligations of the Basel Convention at length, the tribunal found there was no legitimate environmental reason for Canada’s ban. While this finding was based on concerns of protectionist intent, the inclusion of a provision like the one in KORUS would at least require the tribunal to explicitly grapple with the competing motivations behind the measure.

International obligations were also at issue in Santa Elena v. Costa Rica, which arose when Costa Rica expropriated foreign investor property to preserve a unique ecological site under international environmental agreements including the Convention Concerning the Protection of
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the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.\textsuperscript{137} The tribunal refused to take into account conservation obligations in determining the land value for compensation purposes.\textsuperscript{138} Santa Elena and S.D. Myers highlight the importance of including a provision to address competing international obligations. Without such a provision, the TPP may put Parties in a position where they are unable to comply with emissions reduction obligations due to the risk of liability to investors.

IV. The ISDS Mechanism

In addition to investor protection provisions, the structure of arbitration may also contribute to host countries’ vulnerability to liability for actions taken to combat climate change. ISDS has been heavily criticized for lack of consistency and transparency in arbitral awards and the considerable costs that states are forced to bear.\textsuperscript{139} For example, South Africa cited “uncertainty and the unacceptable risk” in its decision not to renew its BIT with the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union.\textsuperscript{140} Such concerns have led a number of scholars and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) to propose pathways to reforming ISDS.\textsuperscript{141} The European Commission has issued a factsheet outlining how the Commission intends to address these concerns in future agreements and has initiated a public consultation on the issue.\textsuperscript{142} This section will briefly discuss characteristics of ISDS that contribute to the vulnerability of public interest regulations and analyze whether the TPP sufficiently addresses them. It concludes that, aside from proposals to improve transparency, the leaked draft of the TPP essentially replicates the structure of the ISDS mechanism adopted in past agreements.

A. Transparency and Opportunity to Submit Amicus Briefs

Based on the firm-to-firm mode of arbitration, in which private arbitration was seen as critical to protecting commercial interests, ISDS has traditionally lacked trans-
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vides procedures for protected information.\footnote{153} Negotiators also adopted a proposed provision that gives tribunals the discretion to accept and consider amicus curiae submissions from a person who is not a disputing party, although the text does not provide intervention as of right or mandatory acceptance of amicus briefs.\footnote{154} The text also maintained the requirement, included in the previous leaked draft, that tribunals conduct hearings open to the public, with an exception allowing a tribunal to make “appropriate arrangements” in the case of protected information.\footnote{155}

B. Consistency

Without formal principles of 	extit{stare decisis} or a centralized appellate body, inconsistency has become a persistent problem in arbitral tribunals.\footnote{156} As discussed above, tribunals have been inconsistent both in interpreting treaty provisions and in assessing the merits of cases involving similar facts.\footnote{157} According to one scholar, “the lack of determinacy and coherence in treaty arbitration has raised the specter of a legitimacy crisis.”\footnote{158} Inconsistency reduces the perceived legitimacy of ISDS because it prevents states and private parties from understanding and conforming to a desired code of conduct.\footnote{159} Moreover, unpredictability encourages settlement and may lead to unnecessary government payouts or the repeal of public interest regulations to avoid a burdensome award, as seen in 	extit{Ethyl Corp.}.

The lack of transparency exacerbates inconsistency by limiting a tribunal’s capacity to rely on a comprehensive assessment of the case law.\footnote{160} The ad hoc nature of tribunals and ambiguous investor protection provisions further contribute to this problem.\footnote{161} States facing inconsistent decisions or mistakes of law have little recourse. Most tribunal procedures do not allow review of an award on its legal merits.\footnote{162}

While TPP negotiators have attempted to reduce inconsistency in tribunal awards by clarifying investment protection provisions, the leaked text does not address the structural characteristics of ISDS that allow inconsistency to persist. To address inconsistency in arbitral awards, a number of scholars and politicians have advocated for the development of an appellate mechanism for ISDS awards.\footnote{163} In fact, recent U.S. FTAs have required that Parties consider the development of an appellate mechanism.\footnote{164} The leaked draft of the TPP does not make any such commitment. A proposed provision only requires parties to consider whether TPP awards would be subject to an appellate mechanism, should such a mechanism be developed in the future under other institutional arrangements.\footnote{165}

C. Compensation

At the heart of concerns over the chilling effect of ISDS on public interest regulation is the size of ISDS awards. To date, over $430 million has been paid to investors through ISDS under U.S. FTAs alone.\footnote{166} The dramatic increase in ISDS disputes has increased the risk of liability. New cases have jumped from a few per year in the late 1980s and early 1990s to 30-45 new cases per year since 2003.\footnote{167} At least 46 new disputes were initiated in 2011 alone, marking the highest number of known treaty-based disputes ever filed in one year.\footnote{168} In 2012, pending ISDS suits related to environmental, public health, and transportation policies demanded a total of $13 billion.\footnote{169}

With ISDS awards in the hundreds of millions (and even billions) of dollars, the sheer magnitude allows investors to “exert significant pressures on public finances and create potential disincentives for public-interest regulations.”\footnote{170} Adjusting the definition of investments subject to compensation could serve to provide meaningful investor protections without compromising host countries’ capacity to regulate in the public interest. IIA generally define investments broadly to include expectation of gain or profit. The TPP mimics existing IIAs by defining investments to include “every asset that an investor owns or controls,
directly or indirectly, that has the characteristics of an investment including such characteristics as the commitment of capital or other resources, the expectation of gain or profit, or the assumption of risk.”

This broad definition of investments entitles foreign investors to compensation well beyond their domestic counterparts. Under the doctrine of sovereign immunity, governments generally shield themselves from liability for their actions, with only narrow exceptions. For example, U.S. takings law essentially limits compensation for regulatory takings to the loss of value of the real property taken. Consequently, the definition of investments under IIAs puts governments at risk of liability for actions that would otherwise be protected by the doctrine of sovereign immunity. Excluding expectations of gain or profit from recoverable damages would not only put foreign and domestic investors on more equal footing in most jurisdictions, but would also limit investors’ ability to use the threat of liability to prevent a country from implementing climate change measures.

D. Congressional Oversight

Interestingly, Congress may play a role in ensuring that the final draft of the TPP includes many of the important reforms discussed above, especially with respect to transparency and consistency. In April 2015, key congressional legislators unveiled a bipartisan bill to give the president fast-track authority in negotiating the TPP. Fast-track authority streamlines the approval process for the TPP by only allowing Congress to approve or deny the agreement as a whole, without any amendments. A number of major trade agreements have been enacted under fast-track authority. The most recent grant of fast-track trade promotion authority was made in connection with a 2002 bill and expired in 2007.

Fast-track authority is critical to the success of the TPP, because without it, the U.S. Senate could threaten the agreement by proposing amendments or filibustering, thereby preventing its ratification altogether. The fast-track bill has faced substantial opposition from congressional Democrats, who are concerned about ultimately limiting Congress’ capacity to ensure that the agreement meets its trade objectives on a range of policy issues, including labor, the environment, and healthcare, especially without releasing the text to the public. Despite this opposition, the Senate passed the fast-track bill on May 22. The bill then moved to the U.S. House of Representatives, where it has faced even stronger opposition.

In the proposed fast-track bill, Congress has outlined a series of principal trade negotiating objectives. Among these objectives are a series of guidelines to improve ISDS, including: (1) enhancing opportunities for public input in the formulation of government positions; (2) ensuring transparency through public proceedings, submissions, and decisions, while balancing the need to protect confidential and classified information; (3) establishing an appellate body or similar mechanism to provide coherence; (4) allowing for the acceptance of amicus curiae submissions; and (5) providing mechanisms to eliminate frivolous claims and ensure efficient disposition of claims.

A number of these goals, such as public proceedings, submissions, and decisions, have already been adopted in the draft negotiating text; others, however, such as the establishment of an appellate body or a means to eliminate frivolous claims, are missing from the most recently leaked text. Because congressional approval is critical for the TPP’s acceptance by the United States, the inclusion of these goals in the fast-track bill, if enacted, would likely bolster the chances of their inclusion in the final TPP text.

V. Conclusion

Avoiding catastrophic climate change will require governments to implement a broad range of policies to encourage the transition to a low-emissions economy. The TPP may obstruct advancement of climate-related policies by creating a risk of liability for measures that negatively affect foreign investments. In some previous IIAs, tribunals have adopted broad interpretations of investor protection provisions that have resulted in host state liability for a number of environmental policies. The leaked text of the TPP investment chapter indicates that negotiators may be attempting to rein in investor protection provisions and instead protect host states’ rights to adopt laws and policies to promote public welfare. These reforms, along with the characteristics of climate change (including a strong scientific foundation demonstrating substantial risk and increased international attention), suggest that a reasonable arbitral tribunal would not find that nondiscriminatory, good-faith climate change regulations violate investor protection provisions.

However, the leaked text still leaves tribunals with substantial discretion to interpret its provisions. Given this discretion and tribunals’ tendency to be sympathetic to investors’ interests, states may still be at risk of liability for legitimate climate change measures. The potential for large awards, combined with inconsistent interpretation of treaty provisions and lack of transparency and oversight,
aggravates the already troubling legal landscape for host countries wishing to implement climate policies. While the TPP includes proposals to address transparency concerns, it does little to improve consistency or constrain large awards.

To prevent liability for climate-related measures, TPP negotiators should structure the agreement to prevent investor protection provisions from being invoked to obstruct legitimate mitigation and adaptation efforts. The negotiators could address this issue by including an environmental or climate-specific exception that extends to the entire agreement. Short of a general exception provision, negotiators could improve interpretative guidance for investor protection provisions. For indirect expropriation and the FET obligation, the text could require proof of binding and written commitments from the host country before a tribunal can find that public interest regulations violated an investor’s legitimate expectations. Alternatively, the text could include this limitation only with respect to expropriation and instead provide that respect for legitimate expectations is not an element under the FET obligation at all. For the MFN and national treatment obligations, interpretative guidance could clarify that investments with differing impacts on climate change are not in “like circumstances.”

In addition, negotiators could reduce the risk of liability for climate change regulations by reforming the ISDS mechanism. The leaked text already includes proposals to improve transparency and provide opportunity to submit amicus briefs. Other reforms could include the establishment of an appeals mechanism or removing lost profits from compensable damages. TPP negotiators should assess all options to determine what combination best preserves foreign investor protections without compromising host countries’ capacity to tackle climate change.

Due to the confidentiality of the TPP negotiations, the treaty’s full impact on climate-related policies is not yet apparent. Once the full text of the agreement is released, it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to amend the text to address all vulnerabilities. Preventing dangerous climate change is in the interest of all TPP nations, and it is the responsibility of the TPP negotiators to learn from the issues that have arisen under past agreements and to ensure that the treaty will not interfere with host countries’ climate-related policies. The final agreement should not only expand trade and international investment, but also support all Member States in their efforts to combat climate change.

180. It is important to note that the investment chapter is not the only portion of the TPP that has implications for the future of climate policy. The treaty could foster an expansion of U.S. liquefied natural gas exports, and could limit the ability of governments to mandate “green purchasing” in government procurement contracts. However, these issues are beyond the scope of the Article.